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Project: Think!
by CAROLINE T. CLINE

ginning of the semester. The
lowest score on the pretest was
4 correct of a possible 50. Highest score was 21 correct of a
possible 50 with an average correct score of 13.
Four or five analogies were
read daily to each group at the
beginning of the hour. Pupils,
orally, justified their own answers which were finally accepted or rejected.
At midterm an effort was
made to have· pupils compose
some analogies. This met near
failure. One shy, seventh grade
girl volunteered four!
Shortly after midterm the
pretest was administered again
and median score was 3 points
higher.
Near the end of the semester another attempt was made
to have pupils compose analogies. The majority of the pupils approached the task at this
time with enthusiasm and confidence. Nearly two hundred
analogies of varying quality
were turned in. The types written by the pupils included those
involving tense, classification,
sequence, reversed sequence,
movement, numerical relationships, antonyms, homonyms,
synonyms, grammatical usage,
degree, part-whole, adult-young,
etc.
Results
The post test was administered at the end of the semester. The average score was 22
(Continued on page 20)

Introduction

How to teach children to
read has been a long-time, wellresearched project. Numerous
techniques and quantities of materials have been developed.
The effectiveness of these has
been determined by the skill and
resourcefulness of the teacher,
and the social and economic
backgrounds and learning capacities of the students. However, of what value is a temporary regurgitation of main ideas
and a few major details ?
Problem

Disturbed by apparent mental inertia of students in reading improvement classes, a
group of 47 junior high school
remedial reading students was
selected for a very elementary
experiment to determine if any
evidence of improved thinking
could be established by a daily
exercise of five or ten minutes
devoted to analogies. It was
hypothesized that the by-products of this experiment would
be improved comprehension, increased vocabulary, and some
evidence of inductive reasoning.
Procedure

A selection of several hundred analogies was scrambled
and a random drawing alternately placed 50 in a pretest
group and 50 in a post test
group. These were dittoed and
the pretest was given at the be16

During its first year of operation the Blue Water Reading
Council, in St. Clair County, sponsored the first reading workshop
in that area. The program, held in January, was attended by more
than 250 teachers. Mrs. Mary Siemen, reading teacher in the Marysville Schools, will be president of the council during the coming year.
:;: * *

"Dramatics and Storytelling in the Reading Program" was the
topic at the spring meeting of the Flint Area Reading Association.
Ernest Cole demonstrated storytelling as it relates to the basic reading program for first grade children, and Mrs. Ann Elgood presented
a philosophy of creativity and a teaching demonstration with fourth
grade children. The storytelling technique is presently in use in
Clark School, while Mrs. Elgood is working in a three year creative
dramatics project in Martin School.
* * *
The Monroe County Reading Council provided meetings on
four aspects of reading during the 1966-67 school year. These included a panel discussion on "Headstart in Monroe County", an exhibit of teacher-made classroom aids, a demonstration of publications
and audio-visual equipment, and a discussion of summer reading
programs for the culturally deprived. Next year's president is Mary
Ellen Navarre, of the Ida Public Schools.
* * *
Marguerite Henry, whose animal stories have delighted children throughout the country, was speaker at the Oakland County
Reading Council's Annual Spring Author's Banquet in May. Her
topic was "The Power of Children". Mrs. Ruth Wass. reading consultant for the Troy Public Schools, will be president of the counci1
next year.
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correct of a possible 50. Pupils
showed mental dexterity with
analogies composed by the
groups.
Gates Survey tests
showed that vocabulary scores
averaged 9.4 months gain while
comprehensfon scores showed
an average gain of 11.8 months.
Observations
There was evidence of im-

proved reasoning. Reading materials requiring inference were
less formidable at the end of
the semester. The pupils' approach to all types of reading
was enthusiastic.
(Caroline T. Cline is a member
of the Reading Department,
Saginaw Public Schools.)
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